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Date  : 29 June 2014 

Type  : Airbus A330-200F 

Registration : 9M-MUC 

Operator : Malaysia Airlines 

Fatality : 0 

Nature  : Aircraft hits lamp post during taxi 

Location : Astana International Airport, Kazakhtan 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

On 28 June 2014, Malaysia Airline Airbus A330-200F with call sign TK6490 operating 

from Istanbul (IST) to Astana (TSE) landed on Runway 04 TSE at 0753 UTC. Astana Air 

Traffic Controller (ATC) cleared the crew to vacate the runway via Taxiway ‘C’, then to 

taxi via the Apron to Gate 2. Entering the Apron from Taxi ‘C’, there was an inner and 

outer taxi lane. The crew decided to taxi on the outer taxi lane to keep clear of the aircraft 

that was parked at the terminal. As the aircraft was taxing on the center line of the outer 

taxi lane, the left wing of the aircraft hit a lamp-post and caused it to topple. This resulted 

in the number 6 slat leading edge damaged. 

 

 

CAUSE 

 

There was no taxiway restriction prescribed on either the Astana AIP or the Aerodrome 

charts. Maximum wingspan limitation was stated only for the remote parking bay. 

 

 

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

It is recommended that: 

 

1. LIDO chart provider to amend the TSE AGC chart to reflect the restriction on the 

taxiway. 

 

2. Kazakhtan Authority is to update the Astana International Airport AIP with the 

relevant taxiways and routings. 

 

3. Kazakhtan Authority is to look at naming the various taxiways. 

 

4. Malaysia Airlines is to update the information in the route manual to reflect the 

restriction on the apron taxiways. 

 

5. Malaysia Airlines flight crew training to include demonstration of position of the 

wingtip in relation to the pilot seat during the Initial Operating Experience during the 

conversion training. The training conducted must be documented to enable proper 

monitoring and assessment. 

 

6. Malaysia Airlines Training Department is to emphasize wingtip clearance 

technique to all flight crew 
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7. Malaysia Airlines Training Department is to ensure effective communication and 

proper application of Crew Resource Management during the Base Checks. 

 

8. Astana International Air Traffic Control to enhance monitoring of aircraft ground 

movement. 

 

 


